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Overseas call centre scams have been a massive problem in the UK for a number of years, and it’s still
ongoing, with an average of 21 million scam calls per month in the UK – that’s 8 per second. BBC’s
‘Panorama – Spying on the Scammers’ last night showed a huge amount of insight into one call centre
in India which focuses solely on scamming victims in the UK, Australia and the USA.
The scams they’re committing are sometimes known as ‘impersonation fraud’ (where a scammer pretends
to be someone they’re not) and it is one of the UK’s most common scams. Between April 2018 and April
2019, 23,500 complaints of this type of fraud were made to the City of London Police’s National Fraud
Intelligence Bureau.
Financial losses to impersonation fraud are in excess of £9m per year, but it is believed by the Bureau
that up to 60% of cases re never reported.

Has the UK trained scammers to commit fraud against us?
Since 1998, major UK companies have been outsourcing to foreign-based call centres to handle their
customer service processes. Many banks, utility companies, communication providers and financial services
have moved their call centres abroad, predominantly to India, in an effort to save money on more
expensive UK premises and staff wages.
Where call centre scams mainly started with a few rogue employees working in genuine call centres making
some extra money on the side by stealing customers’ data from their workplace, there are numerous of
call centres in India where their entire business is cold-calling and scamming people.
By working in large genuine call centres in the first place, these people have gained the experience
required to enable them to effectively plan and carry out scams. Some centres even employ ‘Culture
Trainers’ who teach workers how to sound British by teaching them conversational skills, popular
culture, British colloquialisms and how to neutralise their accents.

Companies moving call centres back to the UK – so what will the workers do now?
Due to the lack of data security offered by foreign call centres, which has led to massive data breaches
and fines in the past, some major UK companies have, or are planning to, move all operations back to the
UK. For example, banking giant Santander moved all of their call centres back to the UK in 2011, with
insurance company Aviva choosing to do the same. In 2003, BT outsourced their call centre operations to
India, Bangladesh and the Philippines but have now pledged to have all operations moved back to the UK by
2020.
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With several large companies pulling operations away from foreign countries and call centres closing
down, this means that many workers will be left with no income but will still have the communication
skills they have learnt. With unemployment doubling in India in the last few years and the resulting
competition for jobs being so high, it’s no wonder that a lot of workers turn to gangs of scammers when
so much money can be earned by those with the right skills.
These gangs are almost impossible for UK police to trace, the scammers can change their phone numbers and
IP addresses to make it appear as if they are in an entirely different country. So, unlike in the UK,
there are few consequences of committing these crimes so there is no real deterrent to prevent them from
happening.

This article
(https://www.kisbridgingloans.co.uk/guide-to-fraud-prevention/the-evolution-of-foreign-call-centre-scams/)
contains more information on how to protect yourself from call centre scams and also a case study.
For further fraud resources, do take a look at our online fraud guides
(https://www.kisbridgingloans.co.uk/guide-to-fraud-prevention/).
If you would like any more information on this topics, or would like us to provide expert comment for an
article, don’t hesitate to contact us.
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